
EVALUATION 
 
This task in researching the events that took place at The Invasion Parihaka was successful 
to me as it was relatively easy finding the basic information needed for this assessment to 
assist me in answering focusing questions one, two and three because of the wide 
abundance of the information which l was able to attain through a range of sources. A 
source I had found extremely helpful in my research and providing me with relevant 
information was www.parihaka.com as it contained good information on all the focusing 
questions.  It contained in-depth detail to the area where Parihaka is located {e.g. set in 
landscape of volcanic lahar), the various traditions and beliefs the followers of the prophets 
Te Whiti and Tohu Kakahi lived their daily lives and it gave a good description of the initial 
invasion of parihaka. This website really helped me in focusing question 3 providing 
paintings inspired by the Parihaka settlement and there struggles, books on the events after 
Parihaka (book-Parihaka art of passive resistance showed the time period of Te Whiti's 
incarceration and land sales after the invasion of parihaka) and information on the Parihaka 
Peace Festival. A source I had found was a major help in my research was the 
book Parihaka the art of passive resistance by Te Miringa Hohaia, Gregory 0'Brien and Lara 
Strongman.  Another source I used widely in my research was various books as they were 
easily accessible from the school library and books were brought to the school from the 
Auckland national library giving me a larger variety to choose from. However one thing I did 
struggle on in finding was the books available to me did not provide sufficient information 
needed on The Taranaki Wars which would have helped me as it provides background to 
the initial setting up of the Parihaka movement. What I would do better if this situation 
occurred again is to use school computers in accessing the internet to find good information 
on The Taranaki Wars for aiding me in answering focusing question one. 
 
In my opinion I thoroughly enjoyed this research assessment task as I had only a basic 
knowledge of The Invasion of Parihaka. This task further increased my knowledge on the 
events that transpired at Parihaka and gave me further information on the background to the 
forming, beliefs and life of the Maori in the community. I also gained a greater understanding 
on the events before the initial Invasion for example the Taranaki wars and the King 
movement in the North Island. This task gave me an insight to both sides of The Invasion of 
Parihaka (Maori and the Constabulary). I enjoyed learning about the past history of New 
Zealand very much. 
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